Juno:
Portable classroom audio
that just works better
®

Installation-free, better sounding
— and more benefits for students with hearing loss

F

rontRow’s new Juno classroom audio system is a ready-to-use
tower that brings superior amplification wherever students are
— today or next year. And because it’s a digital multi-speaker
2.1 stereo line array and not a flat-panel point source, Juno
meets educational audiologists’ need for portability without
sacrificing your students’ need for excellent sound coverage.

Advanced digital signal processing
Juno is certainly convenient, but it’s also the right choice for
speech intelligibility. It features OptiVoice™ — a patented
algorithm that strengthens the fragile consonant sounds that carry over 70% of meaning in
speech. In addition, the onboard Adapto™ Generation II digital engine actively scans audio
375 times per second to suppress feedback squeal before it starts.

Fast, proper connection to personal FM
Audiologists can quickly and confidently connect students’ personal FM
transmitters and maintain excellent transparency. Teacher and fellowstudent voices plus media audio are delivered directly to the child’s
personal FM receiver.

Equal access to media audio
More than ever, your students are expected to learn through interactive
whiteboards, streaming video, software packages, DVDs, and other
multimedia. Unfortunately, not all classroom audio systems let them hear
these essential learning tools. Juno combines multiple audio sources into
a single stream, delivers it to the student’s PFM system — and even makes
clear recordings available for later review.

Juno® is easy and light enough
to move with students year
to year — without sacrificing
sound quality. FrontRow’s
new classroom audio system
offers a digital 2.1 stereo line
array for great-sounding, even
room coverage, OptiVoice™
speech clarity, Adapto feedback
suppression, and built-in voiceactivated content capture.

One-step, voice-activated recordings reinforce lessons
Even with great hearing instruments and personal FM systems, students can still miss critical details of
classroom instruction and discussion. That’s why Juno lets your students literally replay anything they
missed. Like magic, Juno makes a crystal-clear video of teacher and student voices, media audio, and the
computer screen, automatically titles it with the right subject based on the day’s schedule, and helps teachers
post it for students to review at their leisure — all in an MP4 format viewable on Windows® or Mac®, smart
phones, and more. No special knowledge, no cords, and no big time commitment needed.
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Better comprehension with up to five simultaneous mics

features

Juno even overcomes one of the biggest
challenges students with hearing loss face:
hearing their classmates. Unlike classroom
audio systems that cut off student mics when
others start talking, Juno makes all five voices
audible — essential for smooth participation
and natural discussions.

Automatic Lesson Capture & Sharing

Yes

Class2Class™ Distance Learning Support

Yes

Adapto™ Digital Feedback Suppression

Yes

Voice Command

Yes

OptiVoice™ Speech Clarification

Yes

PrioriTeach™ Teacher Voice Priority

Yes

Integrated Infrared Sensor

Yes

Audio Inputs
Speaker Expansion Module
Audio Output (PFM + Recording)

4
Yes
1

Stereo Sound

Yes

Integrated Speaker Line Array

Yes

Installation-Free

Yes

Number of Systems per School Unlimited
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Microphone Channel Choices
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Touch-Screen Interface
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RECEIVER specifications

*

Transmission type: Infrared
Receiving frequencies: 2.1MHz, 2.4MHz;
(2.8MHz, 3.3MHz, 3.6MHz with Channel
Expansion Module)

+
o

Frequency response: 50Hz – 20kHz
Signal-to-noise: >70dB

+
o

THD: <1% @ 1kHz
Maximum audio output power: 40W, peak program

30

Size with base: 35.6 x 71.8 x 26.7cm/
14 x 28.25 x 10.5in
Weight with base: 6.4kg/14lbs
Operating range: 18.3m/60ft, line of sight (typical)
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PFM transparency. Juno delivers
Threshold
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Who is FrontRow?

mic specifications
Transmission type: Infrared
Transmitting frequency: 2.1MHz, 2.3MHz
2.4MHz, 2.8MHz, 3.3MHz, 3.6MHz programmable
Frequency response: 70Hz – 8kHz
Microphone: Unidirectional cardioid
Battery life: 7 hours (typical)

FrontRow is a long-standing partner in ensuring better audio for
children with hearing loss. Headquartered in California, FrontRow
was formerly known as Phonic Ear — a company whose wireless
technology began serving students in 1963, and that lives on today
in the Amigo® line of FrontRow’s sister company, Oticon. FrontRow
continues to pursue effortless communication for hearing care
professionals, teachers, and the children they serve.

PFM
Friendly
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Battery type: Li-Ion, 3.7V, 850mAH
Typical line of sight operating range: 18.3m/60ft
(teacher); 12.2m/40ft (student)
Size: 7.4 x 6.6 x 1.3cm/2.9 x 2.6 x 0.5in (teacher); 3.8 x
14.7 x 2.2cm/1.5 x 5.8 x 0.85in (student)
Weight with battery & lanyard: 73.7g/2.6oz (teacher);
70.8g/2.5oz (student)

